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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
While individuals often incorporate their affect into judg-

ments (e.g., Schwarz and Clore 1983), and a variety of determinants
of this effect have been put forth (e.g., Gorn, Goldberg, and Basu
1993, Pham 1998), the role that individuals’ self-regulatory sys-
tems play in this relationship has received little attention. We
hypothesize that reliance on affect as information differs according
to individuals’ self-regulatory systems and, more specifically, by
differences in individuals’ focus of attention and perceived
diagnosticity of affective valence that are associated with these
different systems.

In particular, motivational theorists have proposed that two
distinct self-regulatory systems underlie individuals’ motivation
and behavior (e.g., Gray 1982, Carver and White 1994, Higgins
1997). For example, Gray (1982) shows that individuals’ behav-
ioral inhibition system (BIS) inhibits behavior to avoid negative or
painful outcomes, and that individuals’ behavioral activation sys-
tem (BAS) activates behavior to approach positive or pleasurable
outcomes. Related to this work, self-regulatory focus theory (e.g.,
Higgins 1997), which refers to the dominant process through which
people approach pleasure and avoid pain, suggests two motiva-
tional strategies according to individuals’ predominant promotion
versus prevention self-regulatory focus. Prior research also sug-
gests that self-regulatory systems (both BIS vs. BAS and preven-
tion vs. promotion self-regulatory focus) influence individuals’
internal versus external focus of attention.

Additionally, Pham and Avnet (2004) show that the type of
goals consumers have may determine their reliance on affect,
showing that promotion (vs. prevention) focused consumers in-
crease their reliance on affect when evaluating ads, whereas pre-
vention (vs. promotion) focused consumers increase their reliance
on the substance of the message. Yet, self-regulatory systems may
not only determine reliance on affect in general, but more specifi-
cally, individuals’ reliance on affect of a positive versus negative
valence. For example, Gray (1982) and Carver and White (1994)
show that individuals with a predominant behavioral inhibition
system (BIS) are generally more likely to feel emotions of a
negative valence, while individuals with a predominant behavioral
activation system (BAS) are generally more likely to feel emotions
of a positive valence. We propose that individuals who more
generally or consistently feel positive affect may become less likely
to rely on it for informational value because it no longer offers
diagnostic information. Conversely, individuals who in general
have a greater tendency to experience negative affect may be
expected to be less likely to use their negative affect as information.

Based on the above discussions on differences in focus of
attention and trait affective valence we hypothesize that self-
regulatory systems determine whether individuals use affect as
information in judgments. In particular, individuals with a pre-
dominant BAS or promotion self-regulatory focus are relatively
more likely to rely on their affect regardless of its valence because
they focus on their internal states to a greater degree. On the other
hand, externally focused individuals with a predominant BIS or
prevention self-regulatory focus are likely to rely on their affect
only when it is diagnostic and made salient by its mismatch to their
trait affective valence. We tested these predictions in a series of

studies investigating the use of positive and negative affect in
product satisfaction judgments.

Study 1 measures respondents’ self-regulatory system using
Carver and White’s (1994) behavioral activation system / behav-
ioral inhibition system scale. As expected, we find that product
satisfaction of participants with a predominant behavioral activa-
tion system was influenced by their affect regardless of its valence.
Apparently, since these individuals tend to be more internally
focused, they were more likely to monitor their affect and use it as
information. However, the satisfaction judgments of participants
with a predominant behavioral inhibition system, who tend to be
more externally focused, were influenced by affect only when its
valence mismatched their trait affective valence.

Study 2 replicated and extended these by making participants’
promotion versus prevention self-regulatory focus temporally ac-
cessible. Consistent with Study 1, the results show that with a
temporarily accessible promotion-focus, participants became more
internally focused and relied on both positive and negative emo-
tions equally when evaluating their product satisfaction. However,
following a prevention-focus prime, participants became more
externally focused and relied on their emotions only when they
were of a positive valence and hence were not compatible with the
primed ought-self.

Lastly, in Study 3 we focus on the differential impact of
negative affective priming on satisfaction judgment of individuals
with a predominant behavioral activation (vs. inhibition) system.
The study provides further support for our hypotheses, demonstrat-
ing that the tendency to incorporate temporary negative emotions
into satisfaction judgment is reduced for individuals with a pre-
dominant behavioral inhibition system that is more externally
focused and hence is associated with feeling more negative emo-
tions in general.

Overall, in three studies we show that individuals with a
chronic (studies 1 and 3) or temporarily induced (study 2) behav-
ioral activation system / promotion self-regulatory focus are likely
to rely on both positive and negative emotions for information. We
hypothesize that this effect is obtained because these individuals are
relatively more likely to monitor their internal states. On the other
hand, the three studies show that individuals with a chronic or
temporarily induced behavioral inhibition system / prevention self-
regulatory focus only rely on positive (vs. negative) emotions for
information. We hypothesize that this effect is obtained because
these individuals are relatively more likely to focus on the external
environment and may not find affect of a valence that they are
generally more likely to experience salient and diagnostic. Instead,
only affect that mismatches their trait affective valence is perceived
to be diagnostic and will be incorporated into judgments.
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